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Bomb scare

The College

Chronicle

evacuates
Sherburne

Sherburne Hall residents
were forced to evacuate their
dormitory early Monday morning following a call received
at the main desk from a female threateni,ng to bomb the
Vol. XLVIII, No. 26
St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Minn. 56301
Friday, Jan. 22, 1971
third floor bathroom.
According to Norma Tedder,
Resident Head of Sherburne,
the building was evacuated
in three minutes. She said police and firemen were on th~
scene in " about ten minutes."
Nothing was found when
the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th floors
were searched, and students
who were forced to seek shelter in other dormitories were
permitted to return.
Two leaders of the Minne- They refer to the rationale tempts to fire teachers for
teac~ing
sex
education
in
Miss Tedder added that the
sota Education Association used by school boards in ask(MEA), the . states' largest ing for the elimination of the the classroom when the cur- students did an outstanding
p r o f e s s ional organization, law - it is too hard to fire riculum guide, approved by job in evacuating the building,
the board, called for it.
The bomb scare was the
state emphatically that they teachers.
will fight any attempt by the
" If the law is protecting in- Attempts were made to dis- third since last spring, when
Minnesota School Boards Asso- competent teachers," Arnold miss a teacher for her fail- a series of bomb threats were
ciation (MSBA) to eliminate and Gallop say, "it is not be- ure to punch a few stu- called in during protests over
the Cambodian invasion.
the teacher tenure laws of ·this cause of the failure of the law. dent lunch tickets.
At that time the St. Cloud
state.
It is because our school boards Many teachers have been
Robert F . Arnold, president and s c h o o 1 administrators harassed for political and Police Department announced
of the more-than-40,000-mem- have not met the requirements religious views different new steps which may be imfrom that of the community. plemented to apprehend perber teacher organization and of the law.
A. L. Gallop, its executive secGallop explains that the sons who call in anonymous
"It is shocking to see that
k'
f
threats. One of these steps
retary, are referring to the Minnesota school boards ap- MS A
is as mg or repea1 involved a newly developed
resolution passed by the MSBA parently wish for an easy way of B
laws they helped to pass.
at its recent state convention to fire teachers rather than "These laws were designed device used by the telephone
in St. P a u 1 . The resolution following due process, a right to protect the pupils, not company to trace unwanted
calls for the state legislature of every c i t i z e n i n this teachers," says Gallop. "They calls. The device is hooked
to repeal the laws governing state."
provide an orderly statutory to both the police and fire deteacher tenure in Minnesota.
"The MEA files are · full," means for discharging inconi- partment lines, and will hold
"The MSBA," says Arnold, says Arnold, "of examples petent teachers."
any call until the connection
" has taken a step that threat- of a t t e m p t s to intimidate Under the law, if charges is broken on both ends.
ens the education of every teachers. Without the law, are proven, a tenured teach- When asked if such a device
child in our state."
teachers would be subjected er can be dismissed for a num- was in effect, a spokesman
Gallop, supporting Arnold, to all kinds of political pres- ber of reasons, including in- for the Police Department
points out that the repeal of sures and patronage harmful
commented, "I really don't
the t e n u r e laws would be in the long run to the student."
think such information is for
devastating to the educational Arnold cites examples:
public consumption. I really
process in Minnesota.
We have evidence of at(Cont. on p. 6, col. 1) . don't want to say."

MEA leaders will
fight tenure laws

Photo by John Peterson

It seems easier for mailmen to make it
i=
:::

through rain, sleet, and snow than for students to make it to classes. This sign was
found by the lab school where students cut
through to keep warm.

P eace Corps is
now more diverse
l

Peace Corps Director Joseph
H. Blatchford announced new
opportuniti.es for graduating
:-.St• C 1 o u d State students
to serve overseas with t h e
.:: Peace Corps.
"St. Cloud State alumni have
made a tremendous contribution over the past decade to
Peace Corps throughout the
world," declared the 37-yearold Director, noting that a total of 35 St. Cloud State College graduates have already
s~rved abroad as Peace Corps
Volunteers since 1961. "We
look forward to continued sup·
port from St. Cloud State in
the. 70's."
According to Blatchford,
· .:who himself spent much of
his adult life in volunteer so-

cial service, applications for
two-year tours are currently
being accepted to staff new
programs to virtually every
on.: of the 61 coootries in Africa, Asia and Latin America
where the P~ce Corps operates.
The Peace Corps requirements of today, Blatchford
pointed out, are somewhat
different from those of the
60's when the .Peace Corps
consisted primarily of generalists involved in community
planning or teaching English.
Now, the development needs
of the host coll!Iltries are becoming more specific, and·

.Tenure
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Speaking fo~ M-PIRG

Ross:
by Cindy Pigg

Peace· Corps
(Cont. on p. 7, col. 4)

Senate approves
new APT guides
by Steve London
Associate Editor

-

"It is time for uplifting of
the values of the individu.µ,
an upgrading of life," Don
Ross, lawyer for Ralph Nader
and representative speaker
for the Minnesota Public Interest Research. Group (MPIRG), stated Tuesday eveniing in . Brown Hall Auditorium.
"Ever since . we have all
been in high school and college
we have learned that .\merica
operates on a system of checks
and balances·, that the adversarial system operates, that
it is a participatoiy democracy where everyone has an
equal chance to speak, where
we have elections to elect peo·
ple to represent us. But we
shc,uld realize that that really
isn't so: Everyone doeSJn't
have · an equal cha1nce to
speak," Ross stated.
To illustrate his point that
not everyone has "an equal
chance to speak," Ross cited
a case involving _IBM being
sueQ. He explained that two
lawyers who were sueing IBM
had . to _present their case
against 20 lawyers "that IBM
had flown in from the best
Wall Street firm in New
York. " .
"Look at the Interstate
Commerce Commission. During the last ten years twelve
of the ·Interstate Commerce
Commissioners have resigned.

Upgra_de (ife
Ten of them have gone to work
for the firms that they were
supposed to be watching over
while they were in the ICC.
They are working for trucking
and railroad interests. It is
called 'the deferred bribe·'
You don't take the money
while you are in office. You
wait until after you leave; then
it is legal to offer you a job
that pays $150,000 per year,"
said Ross. ,
Ross emphasized his belief
that every person, every college student, has the responsibility of pushing for constructive change so that all interest
groups may be heard equally.
"And we've got to do it oUTse:ves, because who else is
going to do it?" Ross said.

people must accept the fact
that public and personal interests and- priorities are being considered only after those
of the large corporations, and
he . explained that M-PIRG
is being geared to change this
state of aff~s.
M-PIRG, explair~ Ross,
is encouraging stud.ents to
"take a stand," and he pointed
out that M-PIRG can become
"a tremendous source of power around the United States."
"What M-PIRG will be doing
is setting up a vigilant group
to watch over legislatures,
to watch over big companies,
etc. M·PIRG will mainly undertake intensive inivestigation
into problems and then expose
the facts ," Ross concluded·

Don Ross, lawyer

for Ralph Nader
and a representa•
tive of M-PIRG
spoke to a student
audience Tuesday.
Ross made an appeal for "uplifting the values of ~
the individual and • ~
an up-grading of ~

The second section of the
report includes the right of
appeal of faculty members
After tabling the· APT pro- that are dissatisfied with deci- ~
posal at their December 1 sions made concerning their · i
meeting last year, the Faculty renewal status. Under the ~
- Senate approved of a new set heading of "Right to Appeal" j
life."
.!Jf guidelines in dealing with is the statement stipulating ~
The M-PIRG representative
t he subject.
that a faculty member may ~
cited the example of General
The report passed involved appeal any decision in the . ~
Motors Corporation, which rethe works of the Appointment, evaluation process. An amend- ~
cently aninounced. plans to lead
Promotion, and Tenure comt ff d
a nationwide fight against air
mittee that was established men
ere by Emily Han- ~
nah, chairman of the speech ~
pollutio'llt. "They should," com·
last year. Various ame nd- department, and subsequently ~
mented Ross, "They contri
'1ents were offered at the De- passed by the senate, states ~
mented Ross, "They contri,,cember 1 meeting and many tl".at "In appeal of a tenured ~
bute about. 30 p,er cent of the
w ore were offered last Tues- person, the evaluators shall ~
air • pollution all by themi1ay.
bear the burden of proof," i
selves. Ross added that alThe A:T report passed fn- whereas "In appeal of a non- ~
though GM is inv~ting $40
~ludes. six s~pa~ate categorres tenured person, he shall bear ~
million dollars to . develop an
~volvmg ~u~delmes t? follow · the burden of proof."
~
automobile that would not polm det~rmrmng appomtm~nt,
The third section of the · ~
lute the air, that amount is
prom~tron, and te!1ure. Ergh- passed proposal deals specifi- i
equal to but 15 hours of the
teen }terns ~re hsted und e,~ cally with non-tenured faculty ~
corporation's work year. "Forthe. Steps m the Pr?cess members. The School Dean ~
ty million dollars is nothing,"
~~ hon of the report, mclud- or another administrati .Offstated Ross.
1 ~
,lJlg a footnote that allows for
ve
;;;
Ross told his audiell!ce that
· Photo by Ken Fournelle
tour of the items to be optional at the decision of two-thirds
of the faculty unit in question.
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Faculty APT
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Editorially

,.fennre needed?
More power to the Minnesota School Board Association
(MSBA) for challenging the teacher tenure laws of Minnesota. A resolution passed at a recent MSBA convention
calls for the state legislature to repeal teacher tenure laws.
Regardless of whether or not the legislature passes the
MSBA resolution, many · pertinent questions regarding
tenure will arise. In the educational process of today,
these questions _are ,certainly needed.
Robert Arnold, president of the Minnesota Education
Association (MEA ), said that "The MSBA has taken a step
that threatens the education of every child in our state."
On the contrary, action by the MSBA will be advantageous to the educational process. Tenure teachers will
be forced to continue new ideas in their classes. -They
won't be able to use the same notes year after year with
no revisions. The quality of teaching may decrease when
a teacher feels the .security sometimes attributed to tenure.
Of course, quality or competence as a teache.r may be
measured each year ·through an evaluation process. At
SCS, department chairmen decide when to evaluate an
instructor who does not have tenure. <Usually that instructor is hired on a one-year contract basis and is evaluated
during that period ). Why aren't tenure teachers evaluated
yearly? They should be.
A. L. Gallop, executive secretary of MEA, explained ·
that the tenure laws "provide an orderly statuatory means
of discharging incompetent teachers." Again, we have to
disagree with ~EA. In regards to SCS appeals on nonrenewal of contract, Emily Hannah, chairman of the
speech department, stated that "In appeal · of a tenured
per~on, t~e evaluators shall bea·r the burden of proof,
whereas, m appeal of a non-tenured person, he shall bear ,
the burden of proof. "
_ Despite ·the laws ,that say a tenured teacher can be
dismissed if proven incompetent, inefficient, or insubordinate, it still is difficult to release a tenured person ..
All SCS students and instructors ~hould pay close
attention to the ruling that the legislature places on the
MSBA resolution. Compare and contrast the advantages
and disadvantages of tenure status. Decide whether tenure
laws need reform or abolishment.

Sno-Daze is Feb. 8
Sno-Daze 1971 will begin
February 8 with the Kick-Off
Night beginning in Atwood
at 6:30 p.m. The highlight of
this evening will be the introduction of the King and Queen
candidates.
Tuesday's feature is Ski Day
·at Powder Ridge beginning
at 1 p.m. Ski slalom races will
be held at 8 p.m. with a dance
from 6:30-10 p.m.
The broomball games will

Career day '7~

will he on
January 26
January 26 wilr be "Career
Day 1971" where scs students
will have the opportunity to
meet with representatives of
major corporations throughout
the nation
·
The P!ogram sponsored· ~y
the busi_ness departme~t will
be held m Atwood and 1s open
to all students in campus.
The placement • office has
also made available a list of
companies appearing on campus during the next three
months. Some · of the companies to appear in February
include: Arthur Andersen and
Co., The Dayton Co., General
Mills, Investors Diversified,
First National Bank of Minneapolis, Montgomery Ward
and Co., Travelers Insurance
Co., anq many others.
Check the placement office
for brochures and further information .
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Bomb scare is Javorite
winter sport_at

J

l

SCS

by Charlie Lipton
by Jean Collins

NEGOTIATIONS
When the Paris peace talks were originally announced
by the White House, the average citizen drew a breath of
relief. This was a practice run, for it appeared breathing
might continue in the future. The respite was short-lived.
As more and more objections were raised by the peacetalkers over such important issues as the shape of the
conferenc~ table and the seating arrangements, as they
neared their 100th session, we can well imagine what goes
on during these momentous meetings:
MR~AVERILL CABOT-BRUCE:
·
I don't like Paris-the elevators only go down. And
all that rich food!
MR. NY LONH:
Would you rather have New York? Or Tokyo? Or
Bonn?
·
MR. AVERILL CABOT-BRUCE:
I suppose you'd prefer Moscow· or Cairo or Peking?
MR. NY LONH:
At least they're as neutral as the ones you want.
MR. AVERILL CABOT-BRUCE:·
They are not.
MR. NY LONH:
They ar·e so.
MR. AVERILL CABOT-BRUCE:
Not!
MR. NY LONH:
So!
RcFEREE:
Ti.me, gentlemen. Discussions will resume in three
months.
HEADLINE:
PEACE TALKS BREAK DOWN.
WAR CONTIHUES.
·With negotiations like this , it's ~asy to see why there-'s
so little peace in the world. Maybe it's time-while we
still have it-to try another method. What if the negotiators
get together BEFORE wars start? Like . . . forget about
peace conferences. Let's have some war talks, instead:
SCENE: A remote Pacific atoll. It's so secluded it took
five years to find and the wartalkers are weary
at the outset. First on the agenda is to decide
where the new war will occur. Later, they'll
think up reasons.

MR. AVERILL CABOT-BRUCE:
start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday
Just about anywhere in Southeast Asia will do.
We're all set up ...
while the voting for the King •
and Queen· candidates will be
MR: NY LONH:
held on Thursday and Friday
I object ! You Americans always get to travel. Now
Ws our turn. How about North America? I underft-om 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Snostand that, scenicwise, the Grand Canyon is somesculptures will · be judged at
thing else!
4 p.m. on Thursday.
Friday marks the start of
MR . AVERILL CABOT-BRUCE:
But all our troops are abroad-what kind of war
the· sno-games for this year's
would that be?
programs beginning at 2:30
p.m. A sports .car rally will
MR. NY LONH:
.
be held at noon on Saturday
A good point. But you could bring your soldiers
back home. Or again . . . what's wrong with a
in the Brown Hall parking lot.
peasant · army like we have? This way our cities
Coronation of too King and
are kept safe for the . . . ahem ... middle classes.
Queen will be the highlight
MR. AVERILL CABOT-BRUCE:
of the Sno-Ball Dance which
We don't have peasants in America. Besides, our ·
begins at 9 p.m
cities aren't safe for any class.
Tickets for the Sno-Daze conMR. NY LONH: <Shrewdly )
. cert, featuring Cactus and SuDon't forget, though-a soldier fights best when he
garloaf, will go on sale on Febprotects his own home.
·
ruary 1 at the Business office
MR.
AVERILL
CABOT-BRUCE:
in Stewart Hall. Seventy five
Don't be silly! Nobody owns his own home in
cents and a fee statement will
America.
He rents an apartment or else he makes
be the admission price.
payments.
A 1971 sn.owmobile will .be
MR. NY LONH:
raffled off m F~rua:ry with
Hmm, you do have a problem. Yet, North America
all proceeds gomg to the
is just about the only untouched place left.
March of Di.mes. " Do it with
a Four Pence" will be held
MR. AVERiLL CABOT-BRUCE:
on February 5_ .
The taxpayers wouldn't stand for it.
MR. NY LONH: Uncredulously )
You let the ta~payers run the country?
MR. AVERILL CABOT-BRUCE:
-Chronicle
Not really-but we need them to pay for it.
Published Tuesdays and Fridays
MR. ·N•Y LONH:
throughout the school year exDo what we do-apply for foreign aid.
cept for vacation periods. Second
MR. AVERILL CABOT.BRUCE:
class postage paid at St. Cloud,
Are you crazy? Americans don't get foreign aidMinn. Student subscriptions take_n from the student activity
we give it.
fund. Mail subscription rate is
MR. NY LONH: (Giggling) $2.0Q. per quarter or $5.00 per
Wait 'til after the next war.
academic year.
MR. AVERILL CABOT-BRUCE:: (With pursed lips)
Editer-ia-Cliief.... :... ;...... Susan Heineke
There won't be any next war, unless we can come
Ass0<iote Edit«............... Steve London
to-terms.
lusilless
Mark lUMl!Uisl
REFEREE:
Chief Photographer.•........ John Plltnoll
Time, gentlemen. Discussions will resume in three
months.
HEADLINE:
WAR TALKS BREAK DOWN.
PEACE CONTINUES.

.._ger.........

- - -- -

It is the time of the year. when all good SCS students'
- thoughts turn to the joys of winter sports. Foremost among
his year's best is the sport of "Bomb Scare. "
The winter version of "Bomb Scare," or as it is known
among the primitive Eskimo tribes of the Yukon. "B.S." :
was introduced to this campus on· Sunday, January 17, by · ""
five perverted freshmen eager to get a good look at "girls ·
running around outside in their nighties." Such action
is inexcusable in light of the fact that new visitation ·
policies allow each male on campus at least four hours a
night to look at all the girls in nighties they want.
While such efforts in the area of group recreation are
not of a first order screw-the-educational-system magnitude, suppose for a moment that some person was angry
with an instructor or a boy and/ or girl friend. Jn these
cases the question would seem to be "Why mconvenience
so -many people when it is far quicker, cleaner, and less
spectacular to simply bomb the instructor' s house or knock
off the individual who has upset your dietary regularity fo;r ,
the past three days ?''. The trouble with people today is·
that t~ey are too overly extravagant and sensationalist'c ·
to think of such simple ways of venting their dislike. · 1 .

There are those however who .like to vent their tempers
on inanimate objects such as teddy bears, stuffed dragon:;;, 1
and rubber duckies. When these people grow older, tlie
inanimate objects grow larger and attain forms such as
banks, post offices, and co}Jege dormitories. lt is for these
· people that t would. like to take a little extra time in
pointing out some buildings on which to vent their tempers
effectively without causing personal injury to many people.
First, we have Brown Hall. This building is located,
· for all intents and purposes, in the center of the academic
area of the campus, and as an extra added attraction, has
!:l large pipe conta.ining Bunsen burner fluid ruru1ing right
into it from a secret ·supply somewhere near Minnegasco.
A bomb placed within maybe ten feet of this giant pipe
would probably cause a "Bang" -loud enough to be heara
in some distant country and you would also reap the benefits of removing the south wall from the new library an~
breaki_ng every window _in a five mile radius of the · blast.
And you thought girls in nighties were fun.
·,
Next, for the sensationalist who doesn't have a large
budget for the construction of large explosive devices,
there is Stewart Hall and the Performing Arts Center.
Tb,ese buildings are good for the novice due to the fact
they both have large auditoriums which require relatively
small charges to send the walls and ceilings down in a
maru1er rivaled only by the destruction of the New York
scene in "War of the Worlds."
Eastman Hall alsc falls into the pr,~vious category,
however there is less satisfaction in destroying a building
in the initial stages of decay than the satisfaction of blowing up a nexf-to-ncw building.
For the humanitarian-type' bomber there is always
good old Common Garvey, but there is a point of contention among the more renowned bombers of our time as to
whether epicurian deviations constitute just cause for
removal of such a landmark.

"'·

Whitney House has this neat stairwell which would be
a really keen place to placean incendiary device, but then
a really keen place to place an incendiary device, but then
previous attempts at destruction and devastation that the
true professional will choose another building out of respect
and fear of what his fellow bombers will think.
So, there' you have it, a brief rundown of the more
"in'. ' places for this year's bombers. All you n~ed now is
your very own bomb · and a lot of gut~. All you perverts
need are the visitation schedules of the girls' dorms.

Dr. Lease ·will he
hard to replace
I read in the Jan. 8th issue
of the Chronicle that the students at St. Cloud State College are losing one of their
best friends on campus. By
this I mean Dr. Lease's resignation. Dr. Lease has always
been interested in students
and their problems. He is never too busy to try to help in
any way that he feels he can.
D u r i n g my stay at St.
Cloud {in some people's opinion - too long ) Dr. Le as e
proved to be of great help in
many problems that arose
from a student's point of view.
l do not want this to sound

like Dr. Lease and I were always in agreement - we were
not, but at least he would take
the time to talk to students.
and tel !them his true feelings . - ..
Believe me this is a practice~
that is ~acki.ng in most administrative offices at St. Cloud
State College.
I hope St. Cloud's student
body is able to find ~ replacement for Dr. Lease . . . it will
not be easy. To Dr. Lease I
again say thank you! To students I say good luck in finuing a replacement.
Daryl Helmer
Former Student
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-.Centennial's resources-.unfamiliar
'

.

by Jeanne ~cKimpson
.and the campus computer now
Equipment (!ontained in the l~ged in Stewart Hall.
Centennial .Hall Learning Re- The buiUing's basement and
sources Center may be as un- four other floors provide an
familiar to students as the . area which, according to Sunew library itself.
pervisor of Technical Services
One facility, for instance, Dave Rydberg, is almost four
makes it possible for students times the size of Kiehle. The
to call up audio-visual pro- resource center was designed
grams by means -similar to for an enrollment of 10,000,
touchtone telephqne. The stu- and "as far as_needs go we're
dent can control the media just current," he concluded.
t~ his own pace. .
Director of Campus Plan. The name for this set-up ning Donald Payne pointed
1s R;RAIRS, or Random Re- out, however, that the building
mote Access Information Re- can accomodate many more
trieval System. It will be able students than it was designed
to carry 96 programs accessi- for. Kiehle, he said, was planble through 36 group and indi- ned for a student population
vidual terminals. Three of of between 3500 and 5000.
these will connect with class"I w O u 1 d guess that we
rooms which have TV moni- wouldn't• grow as fast in the
· tors and the capability for col- future as in the previous ciecor.
ade," was the opinion venAnother installment will be tured by Physics ·professor
. t·
Phili y
.
a rear-screen proJec 10n room
p oungner.
. . Jumor col-·
that Can aCc omOda te th ree Ieges are re 11evmg som_e of
different classrooms. The is- the pr~s~ure, h~ feels , · ~d
str1,1ctional medium appears th e . commg legislature "".ill
oil glass screen which is part cons1der a proposal to. bwld
of the classroom wall. It is another _state c?llege m t~e
operated b·y t h e instructor metropolitan Minne a p o l 1 s
from behind the podium.
' area. On the other hand, uni.!: ' Also located in the base- veristy status would increase
ment . will be a reading area · t_he college's upper level and
~J

l

a

graduate enrollments.
While discussion on the resource _center continues, its
top two f 1o o r s are nearing
completion.
Fourth floor will contain
the open-snack circulation no,v
on the second floor of Kiehle.
Individualized study rooms
line its east and west walls.
Of special interest -to someone on the top f 1 o o r is the
dome over the main staircase.
Light from its windows falls
on the descending flights of
stairs, which frame a triangular space.
The stairGase itself is enclosed in a concrete cylinder
that opens at each floor level.
Near most of the entrances are
sunken lounge areas with iµ.se t
lights overhead and elevators
on one side. Emergency ex~ts
are located at each of the library's four corners.
•
0 n thi r d fl oor are th e penodicals _ and refernce materials, with curriculum and special collections on the floor below. Acquisitions, cataloguing,
administrative Offices and

Resource Center
(cont. on p. 8, col. 4)

I ,

Faculty APT-------------------·Kiehle Library has
long since outlasted
its usefullness and
1s b e i n g' replaced
with a more spac10us resource center. The center will
house millions · of
dollars worth of ad' vanced 1 e a r n i n g
aids.
Photos b-,
Roger Schaffhausen

I

<Cont. from p. 1)

cer is requir-ed to communicate elected at the beginning of
information necessary for the the year. If a faculty member
department chairn,ian in re- does not find the decision of
gard to renewal of tha con- the Faculty Evaluation Com:
tact.
mittee to his satisfaction he
Item three under this section may appeal to the Ad Hoc Apstates that "Some definite ob- peals Committee which tonjective criteria should be used sists of three members. These
to make a non-renewal deter- members ar,e elected by the
mination." Notification of this Faculty Senate in September
criteria must be given in writ- of each year. The J udicial
ing to the faculty member giv- Committee is the next rung
en the non-renewal contract. on the appeal ladder and only
If there is an allegation that after a hearing before this
the facts stated in the reasons committee can a faculty mem(for nolle-renewal) are false ber appeal to the president.
or that the procedures taken The next section deals with
have been violated, the faculty classifications ' of units for
member has access to the ap- evaluation. The Schoo.ls of
peal process.
Business, Education, Fine
The fourth heading deals Arts, Industry and Liberal
with the committees in the Arts and Scrences, are subevaluation process. The Facul- divided into separate areas!
ty Evaluation Committee is - Adminstration members are
comprised of three to five also accounted for in their
members with each member respective departments.

Also included in the proposal passed by the Faculty Senate was a faculty evaluation
report which deals with evaluation, tenure, promotion, salary increase, and special considerations.
In other action at the senate
meeting, Chairman Becker announced the resignation of
John
Rylander,
assistant
professor in English, as Faculty Represent2tive to the Student Senrte . At the next meeting the Faculty Senate will
establish election rules covering Rylander's successor.
The senate deferred action
on a Student Senate resolution on changing the drop--add
date. The student action called for support of curriculum
ccuncil action of January 12
which extends the drop deadline to the "Friday of the third
week prior to the final exam."

t
- t
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Rematch: SCS-Morris ·
The basketball team returns
to NIC action tonight as they
travel to the University of
Minnesota-Morris for a 7: 30
p.m. encounter. .
The game will be a rematch
of one the Huskies won 7451 Jan. 9.

The Huskies will take a 411 record into the game (11 in the NIC). The Cougars,
after dropping a 85-75 decision
to Michigan Tech last Friday,
are 0-4 in the conference and
5-9 overall.
·
The Huskies downed Ham-

·rt t O h· e
.
Conce

h.eId T Uesday

line 63·-57 and lost .to powerful
Eau Claire (Wis.) State 7856 last week.
"We were out-rebouind:ed by
Eau Claire and we had several shots blocked," said Coach
N 1 I
oe O son. "They outmanned
us. It's that simple."
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Hockey team wins
pair

of roaCf fJtfs

by Lance Cole
The St. Cloud Hockey team
continqed· their winning ways
over _the · weekend . with wfus
over st. Olaf 7-2 and st. Thomas 5-3. - ·
·

Olson probably will stick
with the same starting lineup
against Morris that he has
been using. That means that
Roger Nordgren will be at
center, Jeff Barott and George The Huskies had a tough
Wilson will be at the forwards, first period against St. Olaf
and Bob Kelly and Dean Laa- as they scored only one time.
ger at the guard spots.
Bob Ethen scored assisted
by de,f ensemen, Ph'l
.
1 p ascuz. ~ccor~g to. the latest s~at~ zi and Jim Proulx.
. ISbc~, Wllson 18 the Huskies
leadmg scorer at 14.7! foll~w~d In the second period St.
by Barott's 13.4. ThIS pair 1s Cloud exploded by scoring
a Is o way out on top in re- 4 goals. Curt Smith got the
bounding, Barott with 146 and explosion going with assists
Wilson with 127.
from Marty Lerum and Ethen.
Steve Halsey and Laager Wally Grant scored next asare hitting field goals at the sisted by Steve Kellogg and
best clip - 44 percent, while P a u I Oberstar. Oberstar
Wilson is the most accurate scored next assisted by Ethfree throw shooter at 77 per- en. John Fitzsimmons finished
cent.
the second period scoring as· t d b R' k T ·
d
Following the game at Mor- sis
e ·Thompson.
Y ic
omnato
an
Terry
·
ris tonight, the Hukies' next
action . is another conference · · The third period netted the
game at Bemidji . next Tues- ·Huskies two more goals. Tonday (Jan. · 26).
inato got both scores for St.

Contemporary music will The orchestral prologue to
· ,s music
· al
be featured iin a concert by Leo naird Berns tem
the Symphony Band and a "West Side Story" will be the
Wind Ensemble Tuesday, Ja1m first of folli..' selections by the
26, at SCS.
48-member Wind Ensemble.
Under the direction of Ken- Warren Benso1rn's ' 'The
ton frohrip, the groups will Leaves Are Falling," a transperform ·at 8 p.m. iln Stewart cription of Charles Ives' 1891
Hall Auditorium. There are organ work "Variations on
no reserved seats or tickets 'America' " and Sousa's "The
for the concert.
Stars and Stripes Forever"
"Moorside March," a tradi- complete the program.
tional early 2oth century English work by Gustav Holst will Members of St. Cloud's Wind
Ensemble are selected from
open the Symphony. Band's
the
Symphony B a n d . The
sectioo of the program.
The 90-member band will group's purpose is ''to prepare
follow with Aaron Copeland's and perform the best musical
"Variations on a Shaker Mel- literature available in the wind
ody," "Folk Song Suite" by idiom," according the FrohRalph Vaughan Williams and rip.
"Canti_que and Faraoode," a ·He said the baind serves as
1967 composition by W. Fran·
cis McBeth·
·
' Familiar songs from the ~::i;;:~I:f;tir~i~t~E~ _
r e c e n t musical "Promises, nors and as a vehicle for muPromisffi," by Burt Bachar- sic students to increase their
ach and Hal David, will coni- ski 11 on secondary instruclude the band's presentations. moots.

1

Cloud. He was assisted, was :an unassisted score and
·by Fred Wahlers on his first he was assisted by Curt Smith
goal and Pete McKay and on his second goal. Wahlers
Thompson on his second score. , scored assisted by M,arty LerThe game ended with the Hus-. um for another Huskie score.
kies on the long end of a 7: Toninato ended the ·Huskies
2 score.
scoring assisted by Thompson
Terry .McKnight was in goal and Fitzsimmons. St. Thomas
for the 'first _two periods ' and sc?re~ a~ their goals in the
came up with 14 stops. Tim third period.
R00te
ked h hird
s wor
t e t
' per- Coach Basch was . quick to
i_od and. came up with 10 stops. mention g O a 11· e T·"rry
Mc~
Coach Charles Basch was Knight when asked about :Outvery pleased with the Huskies standing performances. "He
performance, especially for- has been very steady for us
wards Toninato and Fitzsim- in the nets," Basch said.
mons.
Basch was also pleased with
the play of Jim Proulx and
On Sunday , the Huskies Wally Grant. When asked what
played at the Met Sports Cen- he thought of his team at the
ter against St. Thomas. The mid-season mark, Basch menHuskies emerged with a 5- tioned, "They are as good an
3 victory.
over-all s k a t i n g team as
I have had here."
Oberstar recorded the only
score for either team in the Mankato State will ,be enterf'rrst period. In the second per- tained by the Husltjes. t h i s
iod the Huskies again _made wee~end and when q~stioned
it their big period bY: scoring- about them, Basch answered,
four goals. Lerum scored two" "They have been rolling Q..ver
goals in the period. His'. first- everyone so far ."

F ·I
-' ·
acu ty -p_o. wer_s outl_i_ned

BEFORE YOU BUY

""

YOUR SOU ND

Career Orientation Day
.9:30- 12:30 Company Booths at Civic Pen,ny-Atwood ·
2:00-3:30 Company Group Sessions at Business Bldg .
DISCOVER YOUR
CAREER
.
. OPPORTUNITIES!
.

...

EQUIPMENT ,SEE

-M & D STEREO :
917 ST. GERMAIN
OPEN 11 :00-9:00 WEEKDAYS &
ALL DAY SATURDAY

WE ALSO HAVE A LAB
FOR YOUR REPAIR NEEDS
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The

BULL
. l

Pen
by Dick Dahl
Sports Editor
Te,st Your Knowledge
Everyone likes quizzes except when .they appear in
classrooms . Here's ·one to test just how much you really
know about SCS sports happenings - present and past.
Ready?
1) Which member of the Chronicle staff once wrote the
headline "Huskies snatch defeat from jaws of victo•r y" only to have it censored by the editoc?
A. Cha,rlie Lipton
B. The Little Jewish Fella
C. P. T. McCalib
2) Which of the following SCS sports teams holds the
record for telling the most dirty jokes in the loc~er room
in a season?
A. 1921 rowing team
B. 1957 girls' volleyball team
C. 1971 basketball team
D. None of the above
3) Who ·is the meanest wrestler ever to graduate from
SCS and become a pro?
A. The Atomic Armpit
B. Luscious Lars Anderson
C. Rod Doolittle
4) Who was/is probably the only athlete at SCS to chew
tobacco while competing?
A. Greg Thayer
B. Len Brenny
C. Dennis Lorsung
•D. None of the above
5) Who is the meanest athlete playing for an SCS athletic team this year?
A. Phil Pascuzzi
B. Ernie Coleman
C. Bruce Woidyla
, D. Ed Colletti
6) Who was the worst singer ~n last yea'r's baseball team?
A. Bob Rritz
.
B. Jerry Henkemeyer
C. Norbie Voigt
D. All of the above
7) Who was the biggest playboy among the jock set in
recent S'CS history?
A. steve Strandemo
B. John Dill
C. Jerry Dirkes
D. Terry Porter
8) What does basketball Co,a ch Noel Ols~m call one of
his offensive setups?
A. "One of our offensive setups."
B. "The wheel."
C. "Confusion."
9) Which intramural bask!;tball team this year will start
five of last year's varsity members?
A. Five Easy Pieces .
B. The Malaysian Lizards
C. The Hooker Shots
D. White House
10) What is the record for known consum-ption by <! fan
at a Husky baseball game at Municipal .Sta<Uum?
A. Sixtren beers and three bags of pe~uts.
B. Two six-packs of GBX, fouir McPonald'.s gut .
bombs, and a sack of french fries.
.
C. Three quarts of Spanada and a Snicker's bar.
D. Unkown
The answers will be published in the next Bull Pen.
Team Doctor Discovers Roots ·of Footballers' Ailments
All right, you sneaky gridders, why didn't I hear
about this before? I quote tpe February issue of Playboy
( "After Hours" section):
"Fifteen members of the St. Cloud, Minn. State football squad were disqualified when physical exams showed
they all suffered from high blood pressure. Dr. John
Schrock of the school's health department looked l\t the
testing setup and decided to re-examine the players. This
time they all passed. It seems the first tests were administered by a shapely young brunette.''
· This raises some important questions, particularly
the following:
1) How did Playboy get this information before the
Chronicle?
2) How many guys took the physical? Red-blooded
American manhood~wise, is 15 a large or small
total?
3) Just who is this shapely brunette?
Jt is my duty, loyal readers, to try .to answer these
.questions. I'll supply them as soon as I can.
Spanish Flye·rs Demoralized
,
After their second consecutive demoralizing loss, a
member of the Spanish Flyers intramura,1 basketball
team informed me that if the Flyers split up into two
teams and played each other, both teams would lose.

;::::;sto

Tankers drop two to
~:~:.:::..:squad MIAC, NIC .top teams·

will attempt ' to extend their
by WAYNE COOK
recent quadrangular success SCS's swimmers faced stiff
Saturday as they invade competition at Hamline and
Wayne (Neb.) State for anoth- Bemidji over the weekend,
er four-team .affair.
dropping 65½-46½ and 60-46
The Huskies have swept decisions to the frontrunners
through their last two quad- of the Minnesota Intercollerangulars, in St. Cloud Jan. giate Athletic (MIAC) and
9 and at Dickinson (N.D.) last Northern Intercollegiate (NIC)
Saturday (Jan . . 16). Last Conferences.
Thursday (Jan. 14) the HusIn St. Paul last Friday, Jim
kies took 'a dual meet from Sand paced Rufus Wilson's
River Falls (Wis.)
tankers with first-place finThe · Huskies missed a· ishes in the 50 and 100-yard
chance to make it a perfect freest!!~ events. Performing
seven game winning streak as ~mlliantly as the freshm~n
when they tied host school .sprmter have been captam
Dickinson last Saturday 18- Dave Woodward . and Gary
·18, before downing. Montana Soder in the 200 breaststroke
state 26-8 and Black Hills medley. The threesome also
(S.D.) State 25-13. St. Cloud posted wins the next day up
now stands 7-3-1.
north. Rookie star Mark Feeley also turned in a fine ef.''It was a good trip for us," fort in the 200.
coach John Oxton said. "We
The bright spot .of the Hamlost a chance for the win over line matchup was the recordDickinson on an unnecessary breaking display by Dan Moulroughness ·· penalty at 190 ton, Sand, Steve Howard and
pounds, but beating Montana Tony Upkes in the 400 free
State helped ease the pain and relay; They shaved 2.7 seconds
then winning over Black Hills off the school mark with their
was frosting on . the cake." 3:26.5 time.
.
·
The lineup at Wayne will Two other school records
include the following:
were established on Saturday.
118-Dan Griffith and Bruce Sand raced through the 50 in
51.7 and Rich Schwanker had
Thompson.
126-Rod Doolittle and Mer- 2:26.5 in the 200 butterfly·. Additional victors for the local
lin Henning.
Joe club were Howard in the ·200
134-Bill Raffloer and
free and divers Bill Hanson,
Rajkowski.
Bruce Oniscmur and Lanny
142-Kevin Jensen and Saumer. The relay team was
John Hoo~r.
beaten by a second.
150-Lee Carlson and Eric.
Hjelmeland
158-Don Hartzberg and · ·
Gene Barrett
167-Mark Bauerly
177-AI Stark
190-Gary Boman and Dennis Wahl

·Gymnastics
team hosts
Bemidji State
- The SCS gymnasts will host
the Bemidji State Beavers
· Saturday in Halenbeck. in an
NIC dual meet. The 1 p.m.
contest will be the Huskies'
· first conf~r-ence meet of the .
year.
The Huskies downed Eau
Claire (Wis.) State last weekend 128-118 to up their season
dual meet record to 2-1.
"Our individual performances were fairly solid against
Eau Claire," said Cqach
Arlynn Anderson. "The meet
was even closer than the score
indicates, and we're happy
. to get the win over what we
consider to be a very good
team. We know, however, that
Bemidji will_ be even tougher,
and we'll have to show continued improvement if we hope
to do well."
All-around entries for the
Bemidji meet will be Mitch
Vogt, 'Gordon Schoeller, and
Jerry Pederson.
Competing in the floor exercise event will be Mark Albert and Mike Ryan. Bob Kennedy and Dennis Anderson
will handle the side horse,
while Jeff Chinn will compete
in the still rings.
Peterson and Ryan will tac. kle the long horse duties, Tom ·
Schmidt will be on the parallel bar, and Chuck Petry will
work the high bar.

"They (the relay bunch)
never quit battling, although
the verdict was out of reach
by their turn, the finale of 12
activities," Wilson remarked.
"Their job at Hamline was
outstanding. I still think they
can improve because Moulton
had a slow start as leadoff
man.
h
'th th ·
"I was appy wi
e times

and performances at both pla•
ces. Our squad spirit seems
to be building. We closed the
gap considerably with the fa.
vored B e a v e r s , and that
should indicate the evenness
between _us for the league ti•
tle. Bemidji won't run away
with it now, with the r a c e
seemingly a toss-up," said
Wilson.

RED CARPET
Abner Hearse
Fri.-Sat. night
Laurel andHardy movies
· Sunday night
8: 30-midnight

2S2-7646

CREATIVE
PIZZA
PARTY
.·.-, · 8: 0.0 .P.M .

EVERYO-NE -IS
INVITED AND BRING
AFRIEN D
LUTHERANSTU DENT HOUS"E
41 7 4th AVE. S.
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Tenure---(Cont. from p. 1)
competence, conduct unbecoming a teacher, inefficiency,
·insubordination and affliction
with a communicable disease.
Gallop, who is also the
MEA's chief lobbyist, expresses the belief that the legislature will not change a law simply because school authorities
have not by accident or choice,
fulfilled their designated responsibilities.
"No teacher," explains Arnold, " can effectively function
in the classroom under constant threat of whims of school
boards, administrators and
special interest groups.
Arnold and Gallop conclude:
"the MEA will in no way reduce its efforts to defend the
workability ,of the present law
and will fight to the fullest
extent any attempt to deny
our citizen-teachers due process."

European Summer
Nomads:
MOST ECONOMICAL way lo Europe. Also
substantial reducttons on aolo travel.
European Oddyssey, Winsted, Mn.
55395.
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For Allman brothers: 'no justice?'
by BILL MARCUS

Dick Betts. They've still got
Jai Johany Johanson and
Butch Trucks rapping 0!!11 the
drums together. They've still
got Barry Oakley" who sounds
like Johnny Winter, and
they've even added Thom Doucette, longtime harmonica
and percussion man and recordilng engineerAnd after all this, the only
station that will give them
any air -time is KQRS, and
everything they play is from
the first album. They even
took a cut from the secomd
al~um , "Revival", and put
it on · a single. It gets played
once- in a while, and the DJ
usually calls it by the ·wrong
name. Is there no justice? The
Allmairns are one of the most
capable am_d versatile blues
bands in existence .. They are
the only group who have ever
generated a sound. that I can
truly call "infectious. " · Once
I listen through an album , I
have to play it again, and then
I sit in class tapping out those
rhythms and humming to
myself. And then after school,

The Allman Brothers first
album, released a little more
than · a year ago, created little, if any reaction .at all. At
that ti.me, I wondered why
they weren't catching ()Ill. They
had a unique, driving sound,
to say .the least. They had two
drummers, one of them black,
which qualifies them as "instrumentally weird". They had
long hair. They had recorded
on the Atco label, which al·
moot insures any group instant
stardom. They played blues,
which a year ago, was THE
tiring to p 1 a y . But nobody
cared . . Led_ Zeppelin was s-ellinig all the records.
Well, things haven't changed
much for the Allman Brothers,
except for the release of their
second albun ldlewild South
(Atco SD 33-342). Essentially,
it's the same group, with some
modification of style. They've
still got Greg Allman's raspy,
gutsy, down-home blues voice.
They've still got exotic guitar
duets by Duane Allman allld

.~CIJliEJ
STARTS TOMORROW ·

The Owl
and the Pussycat
11 no longer astory

for ciildren.

I have to run home and play
it again. It's impossible to put
th-em down. It happened with
the first album, and it happened again with ldlewild
South.

driving p i t c h throughout.
"Please Call Home" is a soft,
. pleading ballad, that escapes
sentimentality, while showing
off Greg Allman as a sensi·
tive and -powerful vocalist"Leave My Blues at Home·•
"Revival", of course, leads gets back into the driving
off side orne. It's an identify- blues that. they are the most
ing song - one that lets you · comfortable with.
know it's the Allmans in· a
blindfold test. By that I mean,
That they are ooder-rated
it's an exploding instrumental and often passed by is a certrack, saturated with every· tainty. That they produce a
thing they can muster, mel- dirty, funky .SOUJnd all their
lowed by many jazzy guitar own should attract some comduets and strange rhythms, ment. That they are worthier
and finally settling into a com- of merit than a great majorfortable refrain : "People c·a n ity of their peers is a truism
you feel it ~ Love is every- that still has me puzzled, bewhere." The n:ext two cuts, cause by record industry stan"Don't Keep Me Wonderin' '', dards, they just haven't araind "Midiiliight Rider" (not rived. yet. My sixth sense says,
a cross between Easy Rider however, that they will, and
rnd Midnight Cowboy), settle shortly at that.
·
into some easy-rollin' blues,
Buddy Miles is hard to fig·
backed by solid acoustical
guitar work, and a .baunting ure out. With the Buddy Miles
organ background. "In Mem- Express he was constantly
ory of Elizabeth Reed", an vacillating between vari~us
extended instrumental track, styles of blues, rock and other
is a Santana-esque number, stuff, only occasionally finding
where the group shows itself something that the w h o 1 e
off, doi'lllg what they do best group could. get into. He goes .
- instrumental and rhythmi- through bands quickly, and
cal interplay. Their ability by the time the second Exto slide smoothly from one press album appeared, the
rhythm to anoth-e r while add- banrd personnel, had mi.dergone
ing or subtracting different drastic changes, for the worse.
instrumental modes is, 1n my Electric Church was just a
plain dog- This sort of inconestimation, unparalleled.
The secornd side starts with sistency I could kind of unBarry Oakley singing a Willie derstand, because the hood
Dixon tune, "Hoochie Coochie was at least . trying to get a
~fan." It, too, starts with a big band soU!lld together. But
roar, keeping up an tnitense, now Miles has cha,niged per-

DANCE TO LIVE MUSIC
Friday and Saturday Nights
Rock Mus ic on Wed . nights now!

CLUBALMAR

CO!.UM31A PICT\.ff:S Ai'll RASTAR PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

A RAY STARK •HERBERT ROSS Production

Barbra Streisand
George Segal

Pool tournaments on Tuesday nights.
. Beer and Set-ups ~erved.

Located-at St. Augusta
½ mile off Hwy. 151

.neOwI
andthe
Pussycat

7:15

&

9:lS ·

Sa-eerctay by BUCK
Based on lhe play by BILL MANHOFF

Produced by

IENRY

PANAVISION · COLOR

Directed by

RAYSTARK HERBERTROSS

l!!J
•

..,,Nmo

U-11 •-HKCO,,,,,.,,,..,, ~
P.a,en10,..,_('..,_,_

I

.

Mustc l1om the film by
BLOOO.. ~WEAT & TEARS
on Columb:1a Records Soundtr1ck Album

FRIDAY!
l SINCE "THE GREA l ESCAPE"

r-:a1fC;;;:-I-------

. I

·"f SCI JIN6

l 1sROADWAY'S MOST HONORED PL~Y
IS NOW A MOTION PICTURE
20th Century-Fox Presents

■

POWERFUU"

real

,, - Wanda Hale. N . Y. Daily News

"SMASHIN61"
- Gene Sha/it. Look Maguine

ope

PANAVISION9

Colo, by OE lUxi:-

soJ):Ilel again and released two
albums back to back. They
still sound like the original
. E x p r e s s , but the sound
is more polished and infinitely
,more together. He's ev~n gone
into releasing singles, under
the assumptioin that what he's
,doing now has commercial
value. Well, it doesn't work
that well. He plays an esoteric blues, and by that I mean
that, only Buddy Miles knows
where his music is at.
Miles is an incurable egotripper, and this fact is just
as evident on one of the new
releases, Them Changis, as
ever. The title son,g, his own
composition, is good, no getting around it. "I Still Love
You, Anyway", by his guitar·
ist, Charlie Kerp, is a soft ballad, and also very good- Even
his interpretation of N e i 1
Yooog's "Down By The River" is good. But his inconsistency in quality glares through '
on the Allman Brothers'
"Dreams'', and Otis Redding's
"Yoiir Feeling is Mine". They
just ·doiit make it, as don't
many other cuts. He's still
singing about trains ( ooe of
his pet fetishes) , but "Mem-""'
phis Train" just doesn't cootain the e x c i t e m e n t that
"Train" did, from his first
album.
·
The good songs are spaced
well,. so that the goo<l doesn't
get bogged down by the bad.
As a whole, Them Change£
is just that. A lot of changes,
some improvemei.~t, some re·
gression. Miles' ability as a
drummer hasn't changed. He's
flashy, and capable, but not
worthy of all the self~adula·
tion-

Czech culture

agency offers

wall hau gings
A new method of tapestry
production will be illustrated
in "Art Protis," an exhibition
open Saturday (Jan . .23 ) at
St. Cloud State.
The show will continue daily
from 7 a-m, to 11:30 p.m. in
Atwootl.
Forty-six wall ha:ngings are
to be shown. Some of Czecho~
slovakia's leading artists, in,.
eluding Kajzr, Kydek and Halasda, are represented in the
exhibit.
·'
The background of e a c h
work consists of a thin layer
of non-woven wool fibers, om
which the artist has drawn
his own design with pieces
of fabric or with more of the
non-woven fibers. A woven
backing and two other layers
are held together by stitching
suggestive of quilting.
The hangings are accompanied by photographs showing
the complete production pro·
ce~.
•
· Or gamized by · the ,Czech cultural agency- Art Centrum amid
sponsored by the Czechoslova-·
kian E mbassy, the exhibition
is being circulated in the United States amid Canada by the
Smithsonian Institution. The
Atwood Board of Governors
is sponsoring its showing in
St Clo1,1d.

Chronicle
Classifieds

Sell

..,.

---

~
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Tri-college forum
to discuss issues .
· Do you know anything about
the "Feed the People1 ' program? Are you concerned
about the birth control-abortion controversy. Have · you
had any difficulty with the
local business community?
These issues, and many more,
· are the reasons for the "Community Forum."
The "Forum" is a student
activity currently being organized on . a tri-college-community basis. Opportunity
exists for State students to
·s tudy and discuss ~ea problems both on-campus and in
coordination with the College
of St. Benedict and St. John's
University. The purpose is
to provide a m~ting ground
for students and area residents
in which issues of major concern to both groups may be
explored and action programs
initiated.

All interested persons are
encouraged to contact Miss
Julie England (255-2208) or
Miss Korey Willoughby . (2535488). On-campus meetings
·- are be_ing sch'eduled at this
time.

n

,Aws·-

Stay Up·

Peace
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Corps---------~----:---

(Cont. from p. 1} .

the Peace Corps is responding the chances are th.:J.t you could Peace Corps Volunteers serve
with more diverse a:nd speei· put it to good _use with t h e abroad for a period of two
alized programs than in its Peace Corps."
·
.
years, during whicl, they live
in the style of the host counearly days•
, Blatchford stressed that po· try. Their housing, food , tran&
FRIDAY
To staff these programs, tential applica,L1:s neeq not portation and . other out-of4:00 Slide down Halenbeck Hill on cardboard (bring
the Peace Corps is seeking posses.s or be· expert in their pocket expenses are fully covyour own)
·
. people with ·a wide vairiety skill or flueut in a second Ian- oced by the Peace Corps, with
All Campus Sno Ball Fight in front of Larry Hall
of bac.kgrounds: The call-today guage. But they must be will- an -additional $75 per month
7:00-7:30 Hot Cider at Atwood
continues to be for the liberal ing to learn. After acceptance banked for them in. the U.S.
8:00-12:00 Playing in Atwood the FRIENDS (formerly
arts generalists - especially a,nd tentative assignment to They also qualify for draft
- Willy & the Po' Boys)
for those with summer job country and job; Peace Corps deferments for the period they
-All Campus Open Houses
experience in such skills as Volunteers receive intensive are abroad.
farming, construction, busi- professional, language a n j
SATURDAY
ness or nursilrug - but also orientation training at cemiters
Studoots interested in addi10:00-4:00 Slave Days at Mitchell (call there)
for students who are major- in Hawaii, Puerto Rico or in tional d e t a i 1 s about Peace
2:00-5:00 Horse drawn sleigh to and from Lake George
img in the sciences, engineer- the country of assignment. Corps opportunities abroad
for skating
ing, educatio[IJ, agriculture or The Peace Corps now teaches are iinrvited to contact their
3: :30-5:30 Hot Chocolate in Atwood·
.
business. Knowledge of a sec- some 180 different languages locaJ. Peace Corps office or
Special meal at Garvey planned by Hill-Case
ond
language,
especially and dialects, as well as count- write to: Peace Co·rps, DepartHORSE DRIVEN SLEIGH around campus to the
French or Spanish, continues less skills and specializations. ment P, Washington , D. C.
Special Activities of the night ·
to be most helpful.
·
After completion of training• 20525.
6:30-8:00 at Shoe : Bingo and Hootenanny
.
"Our applications this year ·
1:30-9:00 at Mitchell: Recreation-ping pong, shuffle
are dramatically up," Blatchboard, etc.
ford explained, "but so are
8:30)0:00 at Sherburne: Carnival (with lots of variety)
our requests from overseas!
Right now, we are filling ~i9:00-10:·30 at Holes: Coffee House (with lots of
atmosphere)
tions that ·cover more · than
360' separate job categories.
9:30-11:30 at Stearns : Casino (test your luck, take a
Regardless of what your backchance)
26th Division 252-2363
grou:nd or interest may be,
11:30-2:00 in Atwood: A dance with the band CAPTAIN
HOOK playing

Schedule

When you think skiing
·
think
-

NORTH ST AR SKI SHOP
&

SUNDAY:
2:00 Behind Mitchell: A Sno · Football Game
,2:00-4:00 is open recreation for SCS students at
·
Halenbeck: swimming, gym use

•

~c1ence institute scheduled
High school sciooce teachers will again have a summer
institute at St. Cloud State
this year' thanks to a $60,000
grant from the Nati01,,al Science Foundation.
The t w e 1 f t h consecutive

Junior and senior high
Applications postmarked by
school teacheirs who have not March 1 will be guaranteed
attended a similar institute coosideration, Hopkins said.
and who are weak in one or Later applications will be conmore areas .of science pre- sidered if , vacancies occur.
·
ef
Additional iinformatim and
parafion will be given pr erence among the applicants , application forms are availsummer institute will. enable according to Dr. Harold Hop- able from Dr. Hopkin<: at St.
60 teachers with limited train- kilns, St. Cloud biology pro· Cloud State College, St. Cloud,
ing jn one or more of the sci- fessor and inistitute director. Mim- 56301.
.
ences to learn more about the
basic principles.
.
ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
The July 5·Aug, 13 session
will allow participants to enroll in a science seminar and
in a basic course in enviroo,mental sciooce,. organic chemistry or principles -of physics.
Participants may earn rune
quarter hours of graduate oc
undergraduate credit. _ Each
will receive a $450 stipend plus
EYEIY DAY LOW, LOW PRICES
$90 per d~ndent not to exceed $360. A travel allowance
327-5th Ave, So., St. Cloud
is available and laboratory
'ees will be waived·

~ring holl\e the

dinnerbox

COLONELSTAKE HOME

25 South 14th Ave.

.

2 52-2626

....·
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• I

••

..:·

soft atmosphere • • •
excellent drinks • • •

'.~
"'·
'

,t .

Ji

The " saloon on fift h avenu e" wo ul ~,lik-~ to
'~
show you what we thin~ you wo~ld like in a
~l{.
saloon . Relax i,n beautiful atmosphe_re and
·ch the tune of our flaminco guitarist . We
• "'
ca t
.
d
.
h
think he' s fantastic . Come down an e'.' IOY t e . · · ~

WANTED
RIDE TO Florida over spring
break. Call Linda 255-3439.
GARAGE near campus, urgent, will pay. 255-2830 any
time.
DRUMMER needed by Gran-ite City, phone Pete 253-1370.
PEOPLE to share . 4 bdrm.
house. $45 per mo., utilities
all included- 7 mi. from campus. Call Monday after 5:00
363-4440 Dan.
2 GUYS would like 2 horny
chicks tonight, call 252·6309.
2 ROOMMATES to share
huge apt. 1 other spring 2535546 Mary C.
.
FOR SALE
3 BOOKSHELVES, mahogany,

hanging, like new. 252-3209.
64 CHEVY II, 6 cyl., st• stick,

good cond., good tires. $340. 727 5th Ave. So. Call Lana 252Call 252-0584.
7498.
·
1966 FAIRLANE, 2 dr., 6, PORT. STEREOS Magnavox
stick, red, 6 tires and rims. _good cond., $30· GE very new
251-9059.
$65. Call Judy 255-2496.
CAPE, Canadian black bea- LANG PRO SKI boots like
ver, call morning 252-0052·
new, size 8½. Call Jack, 252STEREO phonograph, Zenith, 7639.
360 degree speakers, practically new. $150. 253·3191.
ATTENTION
TYPEWRITER, Smith-Corona, IF
COULD SHOW you how
1968 model, good cond. Call to hve good and n~t pay an;7
Carol 252-8533. .
11ent, would you be mterested .
ld .
John Moe 252·6372.
C_OUCH th at fo s mto full AL TE RATIONS and repair
nd
252· of men and women's clothing,
size
6574 boo. Good co . Call
·
123 18th Ave. No. Pho111e 252SKIIS, Northland 175 cm with 2204·
Cubco bindings, $30· Apollo WI LL DO babysitting in my
180 cm with Miller bindings home in college area. Experi$3_5.Call 252-7932.
ences. Have references, 252WILL RENT parking spaces 8777.
for remainder of qtr. behind NEARLY WEDS! See your

!

Happenings--------Coffee House Apocalypse·

Judo Club

AAUP

Guitar instrumentalist, Pete Judo club meets every Mon- The St. Cloud AAUP chapter
Wykes will be performing in day and Wednesday from 6- will meet Thursday, January
the Coffee house starting at 7 p.m. at the Halenbeck Hall 28, at 8:15 p.m. in the Herbert
8:30 p.m.
Dance Studio. Learn dynamic room, Atwood.
judo and self-defense.
Society of Fngineering
Math Club
and Technology
Literary Committee
Las Vegas Night will be
Dwayne Ersman and Tom There will be a meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 26, at 7 p-m.
Ruff, Tech Graduates from Monday at 7 p.m. in Atwood at BH-102. Come and see why
SCS and presently at Field 142a for all old and new mem- gambling doesn't pay.
Applications Engineers for bers of Literary Committee
Grace Corporation, will be of ABOG. All students 1nterBasketball
S.E.T. guest speakers on Mon-- ested in serving on the com- Th~re's . a game today ~t
day, Jan. 25, at 7:30 p·m. in mittee should attend the meet- Moms. Sign up at the mam
the Jerde Rm. of Atwood Cen- ing.
·
desk in Atwood and check for
ter.
the departure time.
Huskies
"Jam the gym" night is
• Photo Club
There will be a Photo Club This Friday at 3 p.m• and c0ming up on Jan. 30, Saturmeeting next Tuesday 'night Saturday at 1 p.m. the Huskies day, at the SCS vs. Michigalll
at 7:30 p.ni. in the Rud room, Hockey team will meet Man- Tech game. The dorms will
Atwood. A guest speaker will kato State for their final ho~e compete to win the traveling
speak on selling your prints. game. Sat~ay the Husk~es trophy, which Shoe has now.
gy~~ts will com~te with On Thursday night, Jan. 28,
IVCF
Sunday, Jan. 24, the Dep. BemidJ1 at 1 p.m. m Halen- pep fests will be held in each
dorm.
team will go to the Christian beck Hall.
Miss. and Alliance Church
in Sauk Rapids. Be at Garvey
parking lot at 6: 15 and bring
your larynx. Remember to
study II Timothy 2:1-13 for
Tuesday, Jan. 26.
Table Tennis

Guys upper and lower divi·
sions and lacies divisions
should sign up at the Games
area by Friday, January 29.
Ski Club

There will be a meeting on
Monday at 6:30 p.m• in Brown
Hall Auditorium. The next
trip will be discussed and
there will be a film.
Wesley

Anyone interested in discussing the. ghetto, inner city, etc.
should come to the Wesley
House at 7 p.m.
Jersey City

Representatives from the
Jersey City Summer project
will be on campus. If interested in working out East this
summer,
contact
Wesley
House for more information.
Literary Discussion

Every Wed-, at 11 a.m.,
there will be a discussion on
Harvey Cox's book, On Not
Leaving It To The Snake. The
discussion will be held in t
Jerde room, Atwood.
Leadership Workshop

There will be a Residence
Hall leadership workshop the
weekend of January 29-31. Included will be panels, . speakers, committee sessions, a
banquet, residence hall ndght
at the basketball game, and
a social hour. Anyone interested in residence hall government is welcome to attend.
Registration must be turned
in to 512 Holes Hall by Mon·
dav.
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ring leader - Feiler Jewelers.
DO TYPING Call 251-2619 after 5:30 or on weekends.
COLLEGE STUDENTS: prepare now for the business
world. Choose your own hours.
Sell established products to
home and industry. Call 3637867·
·
SIGN UP NOW for the annual
bus trip to Daytona Beach
during sprmg vacati01n. 8 days
at the Safari, space is limited.
Pay ·deposit fee at our information table in Atwood.
TYPING themes , etc. in my
home. 252-1813.
i'LL MEET YOU at the Red

ReSOUrCe Cent er

Carpet, Sunday at 8:30 p.m.
for Laurel 8illd Hardy movies
- if you're 21·
IDEAL JOB for right college
student. Care for children ages
8, 6, 2. Responsible girl will
enjoy private room, bath,
starting pay $65 weekly.
Young parents would like a
driver and swimmer to
do some ·cooking and light
housework. Start end of March
thru Labor Day. Cleaning help
employed. Send picture and
qualifications to Mrs. John
Gerli J r ., So. Stanwic
· h Rd .,
Greenwich, Conn. 06830.
- - - - - -- - - -

tact Mike 251-1710 before Jan.
25 to avoid prosecution after
that your friends may sell you
out!!
TU RN ON to sun and fun. Go
B & T for the best trip to Daytona Beach. Look for our booth
in Atwood or call Charlie 2533549.
$200 REWARD for convicting
information concerning theft
at 719 3rd Ave. S. Contact
Mike 251-1110, before Jan. 25.
ROOMS
FOR

MALE -

unapproved.

251-2116.

2 VACANCIES, women for
winter and spring qtr. , housePERSONAL
HAPPY BIRTHDAY Meager! keeping, and off-campus park·
ATTENTION THIEVES!! Con- ing. 251-2673.

(Cont. from p. 3)
classrooms for information
media are on the main floor.
First floor conveys at present an impression of square
and rectangular spaces. Architectural interest again focuses
on the stairway, which is surrounded by a courtyard with
rectangular pillars. Its front
portion will be the check-out
area, and the part behind the
staircase is for the card catalo~. A brick wall separa~es
this space from an outer rim
of rooms.
. .
Throughout the bmldmg,
vertical and horizontal win?OWS contribute to its modern1zed effect.
Construction began in March
of 1969, with Smiley and Asser
ciates of Minnespolis as the
project architects. Building
was delayed somewhat by a
13-week strike last spring.
Though the actual cost of
the · resources center won't
be known for several months,
it is estimated at about $4 million.

CROW
plus

Dean Granross
·Anoka-Ramsey State Junior College
11200 Mississippi Boulevard NW
Coon Rapids, Minnesota

SUNDAY, JAN. 24 _
- 7:30 p.m.
Activities Building
Tickets available at:
Atwood Center, Oblivion Records, and at the door - $2.SO

New brew for the new breed.

